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The Coronavirus pandemic has triggered an authentic infodemic, which is a global
epidemic of disinformation that has spread throughout most of the world. Social media
platforms and pseudo-media outlets have contributed to the problem by producing and
disseminating misleading content that is potentially dangerous to public health. This
research focuses on a rather unknown phenomenon, which involves digital sites that
mimic the appearance of news media but provide pseudo-information. Five Spanish
pseudo-media have been analyzed with the aim of enhancing understanding of the issues
and the frames presented. The results show clear links with the far-right ideology as well as
the presence of a populist, polarized discourse through the use of belligerent, offensive
expressions to refer to institutions and their representatives. Politics is the main issue
represented, with a frame that clearly points out the incompetence and cynicism of the
Spanish government. Conspiracy theories associate the origins of the pandemic to a
Chinese laboratory and emphasize a global plan to establish systemic control. Measures to
stop the virus are framed as harmful and ineffective, linked to a euthanasia scheme
targeted at older people, especially regarding vaccination, which is presented as a solution
offered for economic interests.
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INTRODUCTION

The pandemic has fomented a wave of conspiracy theories (Boberg et al., 2020), as well as skepticism
(Brubaker, 2020) regarding preventive measures and the vaccination program against Covid-19.
From the outset, authorities warned of the dangers of disinformation, including the General Director
of the WHO, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, on February 15th, 2020, when he made the following
statement: “We’re not just fighting an epidemic; we’re fighting an infodemic.” The term “infodemic”
has been promptly adopted by scholars (Bechmann, 2020; Cinelli et al., 2020; Zarocostas, 2020) in
order to explain how the current hybrid media context (Chadwick, 2017) has fostered the
dissemination of conspiracy theories (Bruder and Kunert, 2020; Romer and Jamieson, 2020), as
well as disinformation regarding the coronavirus (Nguyen and Catalan, 2020). Most of them have
been fed by a cluster of digital pseudo-media (Rathnayake, 2018), created worldwide in the last few
years, whose aim is to serve as a loudspeaker for far-right parties and collectives, but at the same time
to take advantage of the economic gains of the clickbait economy (Munger, 2020).

Among a plethora of definitions for alternative media (Wasilewski, 2019), most emphasize the
aim of these outlets to present unconventional coverage of the social reality, unorthodox compared to
the offering of the mainstream media. The criticism offered by the former involves the
newsworthiness factor as well as the production and distribution process (Holtz-Bacha, 2020).
“Alternative journalism proceeds from dissatisfaction not only with the mainstream coverage of
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certain issues and topics, but also with the epistemology of news”
(Atton and Hamilton, 2008: 1). Alternative media challenge the
power of mainstream media and try to reverse the leading role of
political and economic issues and actors, in order to empower
social groups usually silenced and marginalized (Atton, 2008).

The terms “alternative media,” or “alternative journalism,”
have been associated with left-wing activism since the 1970s when
many “left-wing movements founded their own media outlets to
counter mainstream media companies which were seen as a part
of the establishment” (Haller and Holt, 2019: 1868). Some
researchers, however, have noted the ambiguity of these terms
and presented more suitable options, such as “community
media,” “radical media,” “citizen media” or “activist media”
(Downing, 2001; Rodríguez, 2001; Waltz, 2005). Controversy
is especially acute since “alternative” is also associated with
far-right media platforms that portray themselves as
“alternative” to mainstream media and politics (Wasilewski,
2019). Figenschou and Ihlebaek highlight the “upsurge” of far-
right alternative news providers over the last decade (2019: 1223).
Heft et al. add that “despite being a rather new phenomenon,
right-wing alternative news sites have rapidly become a
cornerstone of the broader right-wing digital news
infrastructure” (2019: 3). In fact, they present themselves as
“journalistic outlets in their own right” (2019: 3), rather than
mere opinion suppliers (Benkler et al., 2017).

Unlike the original progressive counter-hegemonic media,
right-wing outlets fall short of strengthening democratic
culture (Downing, 2001), empowering their users (Wasilewski,
2019), or encouraging openness. As emphasized by Atton, they
represent “a community with closure, where the principles of
authoritarian populism prevent any meaningful debate and work
against any notion of democratic communication, insisting
instead on hierarchical control” (2006: 575). The “relative
absence of creativity, freedom and exploration of ideas and
arguments,” “with similarly curtailed forms and styles of
presentation and structure” (Atton, 2006: 575) focus on the
“collective repetition” of stereotypes (Wasilewski, 2019).

Haller and Holt (2019) affirm that most research on
alternative media focuses on the left-wing spectrum and its
positive effect on democratic discourse, “inspired by anti-
global, anti-capitalist viewpoints” (Figenschou and Ihlebaek,
2019: 1223). Nonetheless, other studies suggest that they are
also linked to conspiracy theories, disinformation and populism
(Van Prooijen et al., 2015), even if this reality is more prominent
among right-wing media (Krouwel et al., 2017; Douglas et al.,
2019). Until recently, little attention has been paid to right-wing
media (Atton, 2006; Haller and Holt, 2019; Heft et al., 2020).
However, the role of the Breitbart News in the 2016 United States
Presidential elections and the increasing number of digital
platforms in diverse countries has raised awareness of the
relationship between the rise of populism and hyper-partisan
media (Benkler et al., 2017; Wells et al., 2020).

Although the term “alternative media” has been associated
with the “far-right media” (Atton, 2006) or “hyper-partisan
media” (Benkler et al., 2017), its ambiguity prevented us from
adopting the concept. We consider the term “pseudo-media” to
be more appropriate, as these outlets mimic “compositional

forms and styles used by mainstream journalists” (Rathnayake,
2018), while infringing journalistic conventions and mixing
information, commentary, and ideology (Del-Fresno-García,
2019). This term is also consistent with research that
highlights the blended nature of such texts that combine
“moderate levels of sensationalism, disinformation, and
partisanship to provide antiestablishment narratives” (Mourão
and Robertson, 2019: 2077).

Unlike the positive connotation of alternative, the term
pseudo-media clearly indicates the fraudulent character of the
outlets that try to hide their real character. In fact, criticism
directed at the mainstream media is not based on rational,
democratic dialogue, but on “an emotional judgement that
seeks to create mistrust” (Figenschou and Ihlebaek, 2019:
1224). By focusing the research on a country such as Spain,
which is part of a media system defined as a Mediterranean, or as
a Polarized Pluralist Model (Hallin and Mancini, 2004), the term
pseudo-media is more accurate than any derivative term
associated with partisan. Pseudo-media is also associated with
“pseudo-information,” a concept that includes “all types (of) false
or inaccurate information” (Kim and Gil de Zúñiga, 2021: 165).
As the authors emphasize, “pseudo-information is not a counter
concept to information. Rather, it is still under the umbrella of
“information,” but discerns information causing harmful
consequences or social externalities on information
subscribers” (2020: 165).

Waisbord (2018) perceives the current communicative
condition and populist beliefs in terms of “elective affinity”
linked to the right-wing spectrum that embraces “post-truth.”
In a hybrid media system (Chadwick, 2017), where traditional
media are facing high levels of mistrust–82% of Spanish people
have little or no trust in the media (Fernández, 2020)–, right-wing
alternative media have found a breeding ground in which to
flourish. The growing presence of the latter in terms of users and
social media sharing can be considered as “one example of an
ongoing polarization and fragmentation of the political discourse
in liberal democracies” (Haller and Holt, 2019: 1668). Mistrust
toward the mainstream media is related to the support of the
populist agenda (Fawzi, 2019). Despite the vagueness of the term
“populism,” it is often referred to by its ideological and
communicative style (Schulz et al., 2018; Boberg et al., 2020).
In this sense, it is characterized as a “thin-centered ideology”
(Mudde, 2004) with “three sub-dimensions: anti-elitism attitudes,
a preference for popular sovereignty, and a belief in the
homogeneity and virtuousness of the people” (Schulz et al.,
2018); and, on a communicative level, by its focus on
“emotion-eliciting appeals” (Wirz, 2018).

The aim of this paper is to analyze the right-wing pseudo-
media ecosystem in Spain regarding disinformation provided in
relation to the coronavirus issues. Our study harnesses an
important source, which is web-based content from digital
outlets that try to imitate the formal aspects of the news
media, yet produce misleading, biased, and polarized content
that contributes to the problem of disinformation on
fundamental issues such as public health. This research
attempts to offer insight into the issues and frames in which
the pandemic has been presented in several right-wing pseudo-
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media outlets, in order to know whether they adopt populist
strategies and how they exploit the pandemic. The study adds a
comparative perspective to this emerging field of research and
contributes to a better understanding of the communicative
ecosystem.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study is based on the analysis of five right-wing digital
outlets (Table 1) that are prominent in the Spanish
disinformation ecosystem. Based on an extensive search of
online information and bibliographic references (Hernández
Conde and Fernández García, 2019; Vila Márquez, 2020), we
first compiled a list of potential outlets to include in the research
(11). From this group, we finally selected five: 1) digital news
providers offering at least a rudimentary form of “current,
nonfiction content with a given periodicity”; 2) the inclusion
of a self-description as alternative, or anti-mainstream, among
others; 3) a right-wing adscription explicitly stated or displayed in
their topic focus, and 4) country-based, in this case Spain (Heft
et al., 2020: 28). The selection added two more prerequisites: their
regular activity between March 2020 and February 2021, and the
ability to conduct specific word searches in their archives. Based
on these requirements, outlets such as Diario Patriota,
Despiertainfo and Caso Aislado were discarded due to their
lack of activity or regular updating. Sites not offering a
consistent system of word searches were also rejected, such as
Mediterráneo Digital or La Nación Digital, as well as one that
described itself as a “personal blog” (Contando Estrelas).

Although El Diestro was the only outlet that openly admitted
being the “benchmark newspaper of the Spanish right,” the
ideological background of the other four is also connected to
right-wing extremist ideology. In spite of their self-
presentation, an assessment of the founders’ identities clearly
reveals links to far-right ideology. In fact, Euskalnews was
launched by David Pasarín-Gegunde, leader of the Liga
Foralista party, a Basque version of far-right ideology (Del
Moral, 2020). El Correo de España is led by Eduardo García
Serrano, who worked in the past for different far-right media,
and portrays himself as a “Falangist.” The team of collaborators
includes a wide group of names associated with the remains of
the dictatorship, and even includes the president of the
Francisco Franco National Foundation, dedicated to extolling

the figure of the dictator. The organization also channels its
activity through the SND Editores publishing house, which is
dedicated to far-right topics and actors. Altavoz de Sucesos is
owned by Jorge Bayer Sáez (Cid, 2020), founder of Diario
Patriota and Caso Aislado, both characterized by the spread
of disinformation (Ramírez and Castellón, 2018). Alerta
Nacional and Alerta Digital both belong to Armando Robles,
an entrepreneur who portrays himself as the “Spanish Donald
Trump,” who was also the previous communication manager of
Jesús Gil, a populist businessman and politician during the
1990s (Del Castillo, 2020).

Despite ideological connections, the analyzed outlets assure
their journalistic independence. Euskalnews affirms that it offers
“current affairs news in the Basque Country without censorship.”
Similarly, El Correo de España portrays itself as “a newspaper
independent of any political party that aims to fulfill the
commitment with our readers.” Moreover, Altavoz de Sucesos
underscores that they “work daily to report all national and
international news with a team of professionals who work
from all parts of Spain to bring all the events to your home
first.” The newsroom team has just three people and the director.
Considering the above, we pose the following question:

RQ1: What are the characteristics of the pseudo-media?

In order to obtain a sample for analysis, three data selections
were made, coinciding with the three first waves of the
coronavirus in Spain, according to the Spanish Ministry of
Health (2020). Data gathering was carried out at the peak of
each wave–March 15th, 2020, October 20th, 2020, and January
15th, 2021–and included the 30 following days as well. The first
step in selecting the sample was to search for the word *covid* on
the internal search engine of each media archive to identify the
news items published in the periods analyzed. We completed the
sample with a new search with specific terms: *lockdown*,
*mask*, and *vaccine*, in order to access the main articles
published about the pandemic (N � 1,330). After removing
duplicates and press release news, the sample was reduced to
N � 1,009 articles, including Euskalnews (EU, n � 152),Altavoz de
Sucesos (AS, n � 79), El Diestro (ED, n � 89),Alerta Nacional (AN,
n � 413), and El Correo de España (CO, n � 276). The links to
these items were saved in an Excel file. The following research
questions have been analyzed by using qualitative and
quantitative methodologies:

TABLE 1 | Pseudo-media and their audiences.

Media Year Unique visitors Launched by

August 2020 January 2021

Euskalnews 2019 220,000 420,000 Euskalnews, ltd
Altavoz de sucesos 2019 660,000 240,000 Jorge bayer sáez Cid (2020)
El diestro 2016 737,636 1,501,653 El diestro editorial, ltd.
Alerta nacional 2018 31,815 41,891 Alerta digital, ltd.

November 2020: 155,495
El correo de españa 2018 540,000 280,000 Sierra norte digital, ltd.

Source: SimilarWeb/Prepared by the Author
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RQ2: What are the most relevant topics addressed in
quantitative terms?
RQ3: What are the dominant frames regarding pandemic
topics?

Content analysis of the final sample involved analyzing each
text completely to identify 1) the main topics of the items; and
2) the frames associated with the topics. To guarantee reliability
and consistency in the qualitative analysis, the one codifier used
performed a test-retest of 33% of the registers until complete
agreement was reached before continuing to complete the entire
data codification. With the aim of delving into the arguments
highlighted by the pseudo-media, once the main topics were
determined among the publications gathered, we analyzed
which frames were used to refer to those topics in order to
discover the main ideas associated with each. To frame
something involves a process of “selection” and “salience,”
by which the definition, diagnosis, moral evaluation, and
proposal of solutions concerning certain topics are developed
(Entman, 1993: 52). Framing analysis (Scheufele, 1999;
Tankard, 2001) has been part of the communication research
field in recent decades for the purpose of gaining knowledge
regarding the central message of a news item and the proposed
interpretation.

RESULTS

The three following sections present the quantitative and
qualitative results of the research conducted in order to
answer the research questions above.

Pseudo-Media Characteristics
The five sites analyzed can be defined as pseudo-media,
considering that even if they seek to mimic the appearance of
traditional media, none of them respects the minimum standards
of journalistic practice (Table 2). Firstly, the published texts
almost never identify the sources and, when they rarely do so,
the data is based on social networks or unreliable outlets, as they
refer to other pseudo-media, mostly from other countries.
However, in some cases they provide the source, but it is not
the most appropriate for assessing the risk of infection after
vaccination [i.e., an orthopaedic surgeon rather than an
epidemiologist (Euskalnews, January 23, 2021)], or they offer a
misleading interpretation of the data obtained from official
sources [i.e., El Correo de España published that in 2020 fewer
people had died in Spain than in the five previous years (January
24, 2021)]. The absence of ethical and professional criteria is
reflected in the fact that most of the articles seemingly presented
as news are not bylined. Secondly, the texts included on the sites
do not meet the professional rule of separation between news and
commentary. In fact, they rely on biased headlines that explicitly
show an orientation toward right-wing extremist ideology.
Thirdly, their publications are detached from deontological
codes and ethical concerns (i.e., the International Federation
of Journalists (IFJ, 2020), particularly regarding sensitive topics
such as public health or migration.

The outlets analyzed are not only examined and contested
frequently by fact-checking platforms in Spain due to their
overriding tendency to publish disinformation, but some have
even been involved in legal proceedings as a result of their activity
(Sánchez Castrillo, 2021). Their willingness to portray themselves
as anti-mainstream (Heft et al., 2020) encourages them to display
the image of being the victims of censorship. On its Facebook
webpage, Euskalnews claims it is “the most censored media on the
internet,” and adds, “There must be a reason.” Likewise, El Correo
de España asserts on the same social network that it “has become
the main communication media with a dissident line in Spain and
is being persecuted by Facebook and the rest of the verifiers,”
referring to the fact-checking platforms.

The five sites show large discrepancies, not only in the number
of items published on the covid-19 issue, but also regarding the
type of texts disseminated. Two principle models can be
identified. The first, which El Correo de España follows, is
characterized by its productivity, with nearly 550 articles
published and two clear approaches: one focused on press
release news (n � 272) and another on a mix of pseudo-
information and commentary with a clear bias toward far-
right ideology (n � 276): “Morocco invades Spain since 1975:
the Canary Islands, its springboard” (November 20, 2020) or
“Squandering the money we do not have with subsidies to
“feminazi issues”” (November 9, 2020). Considering the aim of
this research, we analyzed only pseudo-information and
commentary, in order to avoid distorting the data. The second
model, which the four remaining outlets follow, also involves
differences in production and style. Euskalnews and Alerta
Nacional mostly publish non-bylined pseudo-information
while the majority of the articles gathered from Altavoz de
Sucesos are bylined. El Diestro offers pseudo-information and
commentary that is indistinguishable one from the other, with
irregular criteria for bylining them. The models identified are

FIGURE 1 | Main topics (%).
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relevant in order to show the diversity of options adopted and the
need to avoid generic approaches.

Issues
In order to answer RQ2, the news items were first classified to
define the main issues covered. Five main issues were identified,
in addition to a sixth that included other. We proceeded by
assigning one issue to each item, except in the case of 16 items,
which were linked to two issues (N � 1,024). The results show that
politics is the main issue among the outlets analyzed, composing
four out of ten of the items gathered (see Figure 1). The majority
of them refer to the representatives of the Spanish government,
mainly the Socialist Party President Pedro Sánchez and the
second Vice President Pablo Iglesias, leader of the Podemos
party. Conspiracy theories regarding the origins, interests, and
decisions made about the pandemic appear in nearly a quarter of
the texts, while the vaccination program to fight it are present in
11.7%. Finally, nearly 7% of the items focus on criticism directed
at the media and journalists for their coverage of the coronavirus,
while migration (an issue that is a priori issue and not even linked
to the pandemic),–received attention as well.

Even if the pseudo-media rely on similar strategies to feed
disinformation, they are not homogeneous in their publishing
interests (Figure 2). The vaccine was the main topic for
Euskalnews (26.3%). However, it was irrelevant for Altavoz de
Sucesos. Nonetheless, the latter outlet focused on politics, with
75% of the items devoted to that topic. El Diestro also showed
interest in politics, though to a lesser extent, without downplaying
the importance of conspiracy theories and vaccines. The former,
conspiracy theories, was the most relevant topic for El Correo de
España and Alerta Nacional, with politics being the second most
important issue for both of them.

Frames
After having identified the issues, a framing analysis was carried out in
order to determinewhich values and interpretations are present in each

pseudo-media. The qualitative research developed in the following
sections is summarized inTable 3. The issue of conspiracy theorieswas
the most productive, with six associated frames, while vaccination and
politics were each linked to three frames. Despite the fact that the
frames associated with vaccines involve some kind of conspiracy, the
issue Vaccine has been disassociated from Conspiracy, as it was
considered to be a stand-alone issue.

Euskalnews
This media outlet focuses on the negative effects of vaccination by
presenting the vaccine as the cause of hundreds of deaths and side
effects, as well as new outbreaks of the disease. This is done through
the use of misleading headlines that link receiving a vaccination
with increased mortality, disregarding the nuance that there is no
evidence to support an allergic response: “The coronavirus vaccine
can kill a person in 25min: it happened in New York” (February
10, 2021). The site gathers this pseudo-information from foreign
countries, relying on second hand sources from unreliable outlets
(mpr21. info, Daily Mail), without additional verification or
contextualization for the Spanish audience. It also echoes all
types of objections and warnings, regardless of the background
or specialization of the doctor cited–“Does Pfizer’s vaccine increase
the risk of COVID infection? A French doctor believes a link exists”
(January 23, 2021)–or taking advantage of a clickbait strategy in a
headline by stressing the alleged scoop that is not even developed in
the text: “Bombshell! The WHO questions the effectiveness of the
vaccines due to new virus mutations” (February 11, 2021).

The site also employs a sensationalist style to highlight a second
frame: the forced vaccination of the most unprotected members of
the society, which include the elderly–“Two Alicante judges order
forced vaccinations of two disabled elderly people despite strong
opposition from their families and assistants: Scoundrels!”
(January 27, 2021)–, and minors–“Six-year-old children used as
guinea pigs to experiment with the controversial Oxford-
Astrazeneca vaccine” (February 14, 2021). Both headlines are
misleading because they leave out key information.

FIGURE 2 | Topics published by outlet (%).
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In Euskalnews, conspiracy theories play a key role, with three
focuses of attention: the origins of the pandemic, the corruption
of the different institutions managing the crisis, and the
ineffectiveness of the measures taken to combat it. The thesis
of a laboratory-created virus not only insists on referring to the
pandemic as the “Chinese virus” (January 20, 2021), but includes
headlines that explicitly appeal to the readers: “In China they
celebrate Halloween with massive parties without masks or social
distancing. Are they joking with us?” (April 2, 2020), or they
insinuate that there is evidence that will soon be announced by
relying on a British tabloid: “DailyMail claims Pompeo will reveal
evidence about the true origin of the Coronavirus” (January 15,
2021). The second frame insists on the idea of corrupt and
deceitful institutions: “More corruption in the WHO. One of
its researchers received money from the Communist party of
China” (February 14, 2021). The willingness to undermine the
legitimacy of the WHO is also expressed in the following
example: “The WHO ridicules everyone about the origin of
the coronavirus. Now they say it came from foreign frozen
products” (February 2, 2021). Both the start of the headline
and the text express an explicit ideological position over the
issue, yet they fail to mention that it was published by Breitbart.

By giving voice to scientists who are not specialists in
epidemiology, such as the dean of the Euskadi Professional
Institute of Biologists, this media outlet frames the
ineffectiveness of the measures and the economic interests
involved. More than a third of the items gathered are related
to this issue. While stressing that the source is a “leading member
of the Euskadi Biologists organization” (October 28, 2020), the
outlet also reproduces the tweets of a Spanish singer to reinforce
the view that the pandemic aims to scar the country: “They lie
about figures and deaths” (January 20, 2021).

It is also important to underscore the focus on migration,
whether to note the contagion among minors in reception centers
or to criminalize them in various ways, among which is not
having a home where they can stay during lockdown. This fact is
used to show them as privileged and not subject to the strict
regulations: “Coronaprivilege: seven violent magrebies roam
uncontrollably through Bilbao while the rest are bored at
home” (March 27, 2020).

Altavoz de Sucesos
Politics plays a central role for this media outlet, as three quarters
of the gathered items focus on the coronavirus topic. They
represent a collection of strongly critical statements that frame
governmental incompetence and serious irregularities: “The

Supreme Court puts the Sánchez Government on the ropes: it
will analyze its disastrous management of the coronavirus” (April
1, 2020), publishing misleading headlines that are
unsubstantiated in the text: “The Imperial College confirms
Government negligence: the 8M triggered the contagion of up
to two million people” (April 2, 2020). A second frame stresses
the aim of left-wing parties to curtail freedom of
expression–“Podemos presents an initiative to monitor social
networks and eliminate hate messages” (October 25, 2020)–and
to act as censors of political freedom: “The left uses the riots
throughout Spain to call for VOX to be outlawed: “It’s a criminal
organization”” (November 1, 2020). To emphasize these ideas,
Altavoz de Sucesos echoes a plethora of attacks expressed by
political opponents, gathered on social networks, and introduced
by using demeaning language: “Trump tramples Pedro Sánchez
and points to his administration as an example of what the
United States should avoid” (March 31, 2020), “Isabel Díaz Ayuso
puts Pedro Sánchez in his place in the online meeting” (March 29,
2020), or “Toni Cantó dismantles communist totalitarianism in
six wonderful minutes that sink Podemos” (October 29, 2020).

A third frame related to politics shows theirmembers as cynical,
wasteful public sector managers who are “incapable of stopping the
increase of coronavirus deaths”: “The Government spends 28,000€
to install screens in official cars to protect its members from the
coronavirus” (April 14, 2020), “The Government of the PSOE-
Podemos coalition spends nearly 56million euros a year on “silver-
spooned” personnel and advisers” (October 31, 2020), or “Irene
Montero wastes a fortune on a frivolous study that concludes that
the color pink oppresses girls” (October 29, 2020).

Though to a lesser extent than politics, the issue of uncontrolled
migration is severely criticized by this outlet–“The lack of
immigration control continues: more than 350 illegal
immigrants arrived in Spain in the last few hours” (November
2, 2020)–and blames migrants for the unrest and thefts during a
protest against coronavirus restrictions, while getting preferential
treatment: “The Ministry of Justice offers its condolences to
Muslims and ignores the more than 13,000 deceased Spaniards”
(April 6, 2020). Attacks on the mainstream media are clearly
framed in this headline: “The Government will give 15 million
in subsidies to TV channels such as La Sexta and Antena three in
the midst of the coronavirus pandemic crisis” (March 31, 2020).

Alerta Nacional
Conspiracy theories are built on the foundation of para-
normality. The pandemic is predominantly framed as a
“previously anticipated” phenomenon, a “prophecy fulfilled”

TABLE 2 | Characteristics.

Genres Bylined Headline style

Euskalnews Pseudo-information Less than 10% News structure, misleading content, clickbait
Altavoz de sucesos Pseudo-information More than 70% News structure, editorial slant
Alerta nacional Pseudo-information Less than 10% Extended, editorial slant, clickbait
El diestro Pseudo-information Less than 20% Extended, editorial slant, clickbait

Commentary More than 90%
El correo de españa Press release newsa - Short, editorial slant

Commentary More than 90%

aNot included in the sample analysis Source: Prepared by the author.
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(March 22, 2020), heralding the “apocalypse” (March 17, 2020)
and causing a “viral holocaust” (March 20, 2020) with Biblical
references to the “Angel of Death” (March 19, 2020). However, at
the same time, covid-19 is portrayed as “a deliberately created
Chinese virus,” “hidden” by the “communist regime” (April 10,
2020). Secondly, conspiracy theories are framed within the
argument of the “extermination of the elderly”:
“(TREMENDOUS VIDEO) They are letting the elderly DIE in
nursing homes without treating them: VERY RESPONSIBLE
GOVERNMENT” (March 31, 2020). Moreover, they insinuate
a type of elderly genocide: ““The old must die.” Netherlands
criticizes Spain and Italy for admitting “people who are too old”
into the ICU” (March 30, 2020). The plot ends with a third frame
that also emphasizes that left-wing parties in power in Spain take
advantage of this situation in order to “nationalize banks” (March
17, 2020), “conduct a coup d’état” (March 20, 2020), or force an
“Orwellian society” (April 13, 2020). Globally, the pandemic will
be the alibi for various constraints: refugee camps for violators of
COVID rules, compulsory vaccination, and identification: “The
Number of the Beast in everyone: Bill Gates plans to implant
chips in all humans to “fight” COVID 19” (March 28, 2020).

Although Alerta Nacional does not publish items framing
vaccination as having serious adverse effects, it insists on its
ineffectiveness: “The pharmaceutical company MERCK
abandons the development of its vaccine AND IT TELLS THE
TRUTH! “Catching the virus and being cured is much safer and
more effective”” (February 1, 2021). However, the site extols the
virtues of the Russian vaccine Sputnik V by relying on previous
items published by Russia Today (RT).Alerta Nacional frequently
includes capital letters to stress polarizing messages.

Items related to politics are associated with two frames. The
first portrays an incompetent government that lies to its citizens,
buys fraudulent tests, and does not implement the economic
measures required, while the number of covid deaths and
infections increases. The second insists on the scarce
criticism received, both from civil society –“A nation of
sheep begets a government of wolves” (March 30, 2020)– and

from political opponents –“This is how the Government LIES to
us with the permission of the drooling, dumb opposition from
the PP: COME IN AND SEE! THEY LAUGH AT YOU!”
(October 25, 2020).

Despite the fact that the media issue only includes five items,
this outlet does not miss the opportunity to accuse the
mainstream media of complicity with the government:
“Sánchez forces the self-employed to pay two more
installments while preparing 100 million euros in advertising
for the media mafia” (April 8, 2020), and they attack any effort to
stop disinformation by echoing other pseudo-media along the
same lines.

El Diestro
Politics is the main concern of El Diestro, with nearly 40% of its
publications focused on the issue. The analysis shows that two
frames play a central role. The first is the thesis of Spanish
“misrule” in the hands of an irresponsible government that
despizes its citizens. In order to build this argument, this
outlet not only rejects any intention to inform, but also uses
abusive expressions to discredit the government: “We are in the
hands of lunatics!!” (April 5, 2020), “(President) Pedro Sánchez
laughs during his speech in Congress. Can a person be more
despicable?” (April 9, 2020) or “Carajillito’ (coffee with cognac)
(minister of Transport and Mobility José Luis) Ábalos
demonstrating, once again, that if he bites his tongue he will
be poisoned” (April 13, 2020). To reinforce the attacks, El Diestro
reproduces a wide variety of critical expressions found on social
networks, particularly Twitter and YouTube, adopting a type of
war language that fuels political mistrust: “How the rabid left lies,
manipulates, and invents” (April 2, 2020). Secondly, this media
focuses on economic measures in order to accuse the government
of lying and making false announcements, particularly toward
self-employed workers: “The lie of 200 billion euros in public
investment to reactivate the economy” (March 24, 2020), or
“Never before seen: The government of Pedro Sánchez
THREATENS the self-employed to pay” (March 22, 2020).

TABLE 3 | Frames associated with the main issues of the pandemic coverage.

Issue Frame

Conspiracies The pandemic is a lie, a “Plandemic” aimed at globalization
The coronavirus was created in China, and this can be proven
The pandemic is linked to a euthanasia scheme aimed at the elderly
The World Health Organization (WHO) is a corrupt, deceitful institution
Safety measures (lockdowns, masks) are ineffective and harmful
Covid-19 is an alibi for political control and restriction of freedom
Prognosis: Only military control will address the situation in Spain

Politics A new constitutional order must stop misrule and governmental incompetence in Spain
Politicians lie, deceive, and mislead the people
Citizens must rebel against the government

Vaccine Vaccination causes hundreds of deaths and side effects
There is a business agenda behind vaccination
The elderly are undergoing forced vaccination and children are being used to test vaccinations

Migration Migration is out of control and represents an invasion
They receive preferential treatment while Spanish people have to follow the rules

Media Mainstream media and journalists lie and manipulate, and they are bought off by the government

Source: Prepared by the author.
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Conspiracy theories had a secondary role in the texts gathered.
On the one hand, the goal was to stress the limitation of rights and
censorship. This frame is expressed in headlines such as, “The
declaration of a state of alarm violates our fundamental rights”
(March 19, 2020), or “The genocidal coup government of Pedro
Sánchez” (March 21, 2020), or “Sánchez and the Gag Law of the
21st century” (April 10, 2020), which emphasize that the
government took advantage of the health situation to impose
their policies, even on sensitive issues like justice –“With the
excuse of the coronavirus, the government controls Justice”
(March 28, 2020) –or property –“Scandalous!!! Be very careful
with this: In today’s BOE, the communist government charges
private property” (March 31, 2020) –or freedom of
expression–“Be careful with what you publish because the
Government, with your taxes, is going to censor you in
networks” (April 11, 2020). References to the use of masks,
lockdowns, and globalism can only be found in texts gathered
at the end of 2020 and the beginning of 2021–“What is
Globalism? This is how it all began, and the reasons why the
current situation around the world is taking place, and the RESET
(Davos 2021)” (October 26, 2020). On the other hand, the second
frame is connected with conspiracy theories, and it links the
pandemic to a euthanasia scheme, especially aimed at the
elderly–“Future elderly, current corpses”–and insinuates an
attempt to hide it: “They want to hide the real pain that exists
in Spain, these are the photographs that the government doesn’t
want you to see” April 8, 2020).

In absolute terms, El Diestro is the media outlet that focuses
more attention on the vaccination issue. Moreover, the items are
concentrated in one month, coinciding with the beginning of the
program. This media includes approximately fifty items that frame
vaccination as a danger with the potential for hundreds of deaths
and side effects, linked to murky economic interests as well. The
first idea is encouraged by using alarming pseudo-information
from different countries as well as from Spanish retirement homes,
with misleading headlines that refer to the death of people not yet
immunized. The second idea is framed by headlines that insist that
vaccination is a business ploy–“The big historical lie: first the
vaccine was created, and then the pandemic, not the other way
around” (January 28, 2021), or “Pfizer announces staggering
revenues for the year from vaccines” (February 02, 2021)–or
asserting that denouncements about some politicians being
vaccinated irregularly are uncertain and are intended “to create
the desire to do so among the population” (January 24, 2021), in a
kind of “childish psychological game” (January 29, 2021).

The frame that accuses traditional media and progressive
journalists of lies and manipulation, El Diestro attacks both
groups. However, at the same time it praizes those who
criticize the coalition government of the Socialist Party and
Podemos, or have been closed down due to accusations of
disinformation. Language connotation is used to describe
prominent TV anchors–“the submissive Xavier Fortes” (April
14, 2020) or “Ferreras continues to demonstrate a pathetic and
ridiculous sectarianism that is even embarrassing” (April 14,
2020)– or to make a joke using the name of the fact-checking
platform Newtral, launched by a journalist: “Ana Pastor, the
Newtrolera” (April 10, 2020). The same journalists are always

displayed as being at the service of the government in power and
receiving benefits for it: “Scandalous: The government intends to
pay for the services rendered by Wyoming, Mejide, Griso,
Ferreras, Pastor, Vázquez and company” (March 31, 2020),
while accusing them of giving misleading information about
the most conservative representatives: “The progressive press
never stops lying about Díaz Ayuso” (April 14, 2020).

Xenophobic discourse is present when framing migration as
an “organized invasion” (November 8, 2020) to “destroy us”
(Spanish culture) (November 15, 2020), mixed with references to
the alleged privileges of migrants compared to the restrictions of
local people: “The new affront of the government: Ramadan yes,
Holy Week no” (April 11, 2020).

El Correo de España
This site has turned the coronavirus into a great opportunity to
disseminate an endless variety of conspiracy theories surrounding
the pandemic, devoting half of its texts to the idea. El Correo de
España builds its strategy with five interlinked frames. The first,
expressed by the term “Plandemic,” refers to a denial strategy that
rejects not only scientific explanations, but even deaths. Mixing
unconnected data, opinion, and a typical clickbait headline, the
texts “Ten certainties that confirm a Plandemic” (October 18,
2020), and “Remembering thirty pieces of evidence that
demonstrate the Big Lie of the coronavirus” (October 28,
2020), underscore the idea that “The pandemic is a lie: fewer
people died in Spain last year than in the last five” (January 24,
2021).

The second conspiracy frame emphasizes the thesis that the
pandemic was created in China and uses different expressions
with ideological and xenophobic biases that link the “yellow
virus” (April 13, 2020), the “communist dictatorship” (March
31, 2020), and the “communist putsch” (March 26, 2020) with a
plan to replace the “cosmopolitan, liberal West.” Though possibly
inconsistent with the previous statement, as a third frame this
media insists there is a “complot” designed and orchestrated by a
“New Global religion” (November 14, 2020) associated with the
Global Economic Forum and powerful businessmen such as Bill
Gates and George Soros, aimed at a “Global reset” and the
“extermination of nation-states” (March 15, 2020). Conspiracy
theories are also supported by using a strategy of fear toward
measures that are paradoxically causing the deaths: “Lockdown
has killed more elderly than the alleged covid-19” (November 12,
2020).

The fourth frame highlights that the coronavirus is “the perfect
alibi to establish a communist dictatorship” (March 31, 2020), to
control justice, sink the economy, and end private property.
Along these lines, it refers to the measures taken as examples
of the “covidian dictatorship” (January 25, 2021) and crimes
committed against humanity. The site calls the lockdown a
“house arrest” (October 21, 2020), and the state of alarm
declaration a violation of fundamental rights. After portraying
this chaotic scenario, the fifth frame emerges as the only option to
overcome the situation with the following headline: “For massive
evil, the military is the remedy” (April 7, 2020). Far-right appeals
to military intervention are common in the texts analyzed,
including one entitled, “There is only one way to save Spain”
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(March 28, 2020), which concludes that the country is “at war,”
and compares “today’s dictatorship with the authoritarian social
democracy of the Franco regime” (February 3, 2020).

The permanent attack on government decisions characterizes
the first frame associated with the issue of politics, with no
argument other than insults, as in the case of “The ever-so-
evil left,” “Not just fools, even worse,” or “The Government is the
real virus in Spain” (January 24, 2021). The thesis of the pseudo-
media, which has launched a “call for a new constitutional order”
(November 5, 2020), is linked with the last conspiracy frame,
especially when restoring references to the dictatorship–“The
desecration of Franco’s tomb was only the first step in
everything we are seeing, and everything yet to come”
(January 16, 2020)–or, in the article “Catatonic Spain,” the call
for “the emergence of leadership without fear of anything, with
firm convictions” (October 31, 2020), released by the president of
the Francisco Franco foundation. Following the previous frame,
the second stresses that the government deserves harsher
criticism from citizens–“Finally a neighborhood federation
protests against the Sánchez Government” (January 26, 2021),
or “The Government deserves more protests than (King) Felipe
VI” from political opponents. While the most extreme are
applauded–“VOX is not a political caste, it is leading by
example” (April 4, 2020), or “Madrid resists social-communist
harassment” (November 11, 2020)–lukewarm criticism is
questioned: “Casado whitewashes the Government” (October
24, 2020).

Though less so than the previous one, references to the
mainstream media emphasize the frame of buying allegiance
to silence the media and connivance with politicians, as this
headline suggests: “The big media press the Government: “Either
subsidies or criticism for the management of Covid-19” (May 5,
2020).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The relevance of this research is founded upon the increasing
levels of disinformation and polarization and their implications
for democracy (Bennett and Livingston, 2018; Casero-Ripollés,
2020), particularly in a country such as Spain with low levels of
trust in the media (Newman et al., 2019). Dissatisfaction with the
mainstream media is an important driving force (Müller and
Schulz, 2021) in the emergence of these pseudo-media outlets.
This situation has been occurring simultaneously with an upsurge
of far-right wing parties such as Vox and the latter’s entry into
Spanish democratic institutions for the first time in 4 decades
(González-Enríquez, 2017). From the time it entered the
Andalusian Parliament in December of 2018, this party has
obtained representation not only in various regional
parliaments, but in the Spanish National Parliament as well,
where it has consolidated its role as the third political force
based on representation.

Although certain characteristics define the five media analyzed
as “pseudo-media,” they are not homogenous in their style or
editorial focus, nor even in their frequency of publication, which
reveals diverse patterns (Haller and Holt, 2019). This indicates a

variety of models, strategies and interests, and prevents
“simplistic interpretations of hyper-partisan media” (Heft
et al., 2020: 38). Our research shows two organizational
models that range from a more conventional appearance,
regular publishing, and structure (El Correo de España and El
Diestro), and to a lesser extent Alerta Nacional, Altavoz de
Sucesos, and Euskalnews. El Correo de España, for instance,
presents a dual model that combines press release
news–mainly from local and regional institutions of Madrid in
the hands of the Popular Party–together with a blend of pseudo-
information and commentary. These results are consistent with
research that stresses the increasing difficulty that audiences have
in differentiating between hyper-partisan and standard online
news (Heft et al., 2020).

A clear emphasis on the issues and the frames used to outline
such issues show the heterogeneity of editorial interests regarding
the coronavirus coverage that range from turning the health crisis
into an opportunity to attack the Spanish government to focusing
on conspiracy theories. While criticism of the government and
claims of a new political order in Spain are more prevalent in
Altavoz de Sucesos and El Diestro, conspiracy theories are mostly
associated with Alerta Nacional, Euskalnews, and El Correo de
España. In the last case, frames discrediting the progressive
government are also significant. Euskalnews completes this
approach with two common obsessions of far-right wing
media, such as vaccines (Douglas, 2021) and migration (Rone,
2020), even if its connection to the coronavirus is tangential. In all
cases, one can clearly identify the pattern of a populist (Mul̈ler
and Schulz, 2021; Rae, 2020) and polarized discourse (Stroud,
2010), aligned with far-right ideology.

The populist approach is framed by using expressions that
describe the elites of politics, science, and the media as betraying,
deceitful people (Schulz et al., 2018). The Spanish government, as
the representative of the political elite (even worse, a progressive
left-wing coalition) is the target of attacks due to its incompetence
and deception of citizens. The political authorities managing the
health crisis are portrayed not only as incapable of carrying out
the task, but as detrimental to the people, causing them severe
harm and even exploiting the situation for their own political
interests, limiting the fundamental freedoms of their citizens.
Though not the first target, international institutions such as the
WHO are portrayed as corrupt and contemptible (Mudde, 2004).

Criticism of the mainstream media, one of the cardinal points
of the populist strategy (Haller and Holt, 2019), is easy to
recognize with frequent accusations and personal attacks on
renowned journalists and TV anchors, who presumably
conceal relevant information in complicity with the
establishment and, accordingly, receive financial support from
the Spanish government. However, the pseudo-media analyzed
rely on their “media peers.” They use diverse online outlets and
social media programs on platforms as references–from Spain
and abroad–to feed and support their content. That not only
reinforces their editorial viewpoint but also provides feedback to
the far-right alternative ecosystem and, consequently, enhances
selective exposure and the echo-chamber effect (Bruns, 2017).

Our research also confirms the link between populism and
disinformation (Mul̈ler and Schulz, 2019; Corbu and Negrea-
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Busuioc, 2020) as the items analyzed are mostly developed on the
basis of using misleading headlines (Mourão and Robertson,
2019), or even reframing the mainstream news media (Holt
et al., 2019). The hostility toward expertize as an expression of
scientific elitism is replaced by the proliferation of quasi or
pseudo-experts. Curiously, these outlets quoted several
scientific sources with two prerequisites: their lack of
specialization–doctors, but not epidemiologists–and their
contribution to feeding conspiracy theories. Moreover, they
capitalized on the superabundance and accessibility of
pandemic-related data to exacerbate the “systemic and long-
standing” crisis of expertize (Brubaker, 2020: 6).

The ideological strategy is reinforced by a communicative
style that relies on a sensational approach aimed at eliciting
emotion (Wirz, 2018). To this end, they capitalize on
clickbait patterns to present headlines characterized by
expressiveness, appeals to the reader, and colloquial
language (Palau-Sampio, 2016). In fact, headlines not only
mislead, but they also emphasize the ideological content by means
of vocatives, capitalizations, and frequent abusive expressions. The
latter often occurs when the main people involved are
representatives of the political and media realm, who represent
the corrupt elite (Mudde, 2004). Likewise, this is a clear expression
of the political polarization fueled by these pseudo-outlets. The use
of belligerent language to harshly criticize certain actors turns the
public sphere into a battlefield, and prioritizes confrontation over
dialogue and the exchange of ideas (Stroud, 2010), with obvious
costs to issues such as public health and the pandemic (Makridis
and Rothwell, 2020).

The three-fold rejection of politics, expertize (including the
WHO), and the mainstream media allows for a plethora of
pandemic disinformation, bolstered by pseudo-information
that even rejects the very existence of covid-19, thereby
confronting these populist outlets with a paradox. Ordinarily
protectionist, they are challenging the restrictions and promoting
skepticism toward the preventive measures (Brubaker, 2020),
while polarizing audiences. Even more importantly, some of
these pseudo-media are capitalizing on the complex scenario
to fuel emotional responses by means of calling people to action
and protest, and prognostic frames that encourage military
intervention.

Despite the audience fluctuations of these five outlets, it is
striking that they have reached 2.5 million monthly unique users
(February 2021). Even if the research has noted that the
consumption of these pseudo-outlets accompanies the use of
other traditional media information (Rauch, 2015), it reveals a
strong demand for this type of pseudo-information (Heft et al.,
2020). The findings confirm, as Schulze suggests, that right-wing
alternative online media “should not be underestimated or
dismissed as a peripheral phenomenon” (2020: 16).

This research is not without limitations, and these should be
addressed in future studies. Firstly, pseudo-media outlets warrant
more research in order to understand their diversity and interests,
as well as their characteristics at the organizational, structural,
and financial levels, including the clickbait economy. Secondly,
this research sampled five Spanish pseudo-media that focused on
the pandemic, and consequently, it has not provided information
regarding the entire scope of interests of these organizations.
Moreover, the research focuses on right-wing outlets but does not
explore the involvement of left-wing outlets in the pseudo-media
ecosystem. Finally, it is essential for future studies to evaluate the
impact of these pseudo-media outlets on the public discourse and
their potential to polarize attitudes.

This article contributes to mapping out the far right-wing
pseudo-media outlets in Spain and identifying their
characteristics. The research carried out reveals a three-way
relationship between disinformation, polarization, and
populism. These pseudo-media not only publish half-truths
and distorted information but also encourage polarization by
means of war expressions and frames that repudiate political,
scientific and media expertize. Rooted in populism, this strategy
found a perfect breeding ground during the pandemic. Exploiting
the potential of emotion, the pseudo-media has capitalized on this
aspect as an opportunity to expand right-wing ideology cloaked
in conspiracy theories and discourses against vaccination and
migration.
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